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Hitting the big screen this November

This November, COLTENE will hold its first CinePosium, a 
symposium with a cinema atmosphere.

This blockbuster event will feature some of the biggest dental 
stars in Europe, with specialists from endodontics and restorative 
dentistry presenting LIVE from Athens, Berlin, Milan and 
Warsaw. They will deliver lectures from their respective cinemas, 
with a virtual round table and discussion in between.

Or, you can experience CinePosium online and join the 
event remotely. You can still exchange views and ideas with the 
growing and vibrant COLTENE community, and pose questions 
to the VIPs, under the motto ‘From Root to Crown’. 

Tickets are limited, for more information and registration, 
visit cineposium.coltene.com. Also see https://colteneuk.com/
cineposium-video.

For more on COLTENE, visit www.coltene.com, email info.
uk@coltene.com or call 0800 254 5115.

Your single shade solution for everyday cases

With the incredible shade matching properties of ONE shade, 
the restoration seamlessly blends with the surrounding tooth 
structure – ideal for Class I occlusal cavities.

Efficient handling: Venus Pearl and Venus Diamond do 
not slump when placed, remaining exactly where you place 
them to allow for precise carving. The main difference is in 
their consistency, giving you the option of a creamy or firmer 
handling. 

Long-lasting restorations: exceptional strength to resist 
chipping and fracture, demonstrated with over ten years of 
successful clinical results.

One colour for all: thanks to the amazing adaptive light 
matching, Venus Diamond ONE/Venus Pearl ONE colour 
determines the shade of the restoration by absorbing the 
lightwaves that are reflected by the surrounding tooth shade.

The handling is exactly the same as the respective market 
leading composites, Venus Pearl and Venus Diamond, that have 
won numerous awards from independent research organisations, 
such as Reality and The Dental Advisor.

The following handling qualities apply to all Venus Pearl and 
Venus Diamond shades, including the respective ONE shades:
• Non-slumping – stays precisely where it’s placed
• Extended working time allowing time to carve
• Handling consistency
• Venus Pearl = creamy
• Venus Diamond = firmer.

www.kulzer.com

Surgical face masks direct from Yorkshire

To help keep the UK protected during the pandemic, Bluetree Group 
has diversified its production line to become the first UK business 
to offer a face mask subscription service where professionals can 
purchase type IIR surgical face masks. Having secured contracts to 
supply face masks to the NHS and Daily Mail’s charity, Mail Force, 
Bluetree Group was ramping up to produce 20 million masks per 
week in September from their base in South Yorkshire.

Bluetree Group’s type IIR 3-ply splash resistant surgical mask is 
made with a Bacterial Filtration Efficiency ≥99%. These masks are 
ideal for laypersons, medical professionals and key workers exposed 
to blood and other bodily fluids. Complete with elasticated ear loops 

and integrated 
wire nose bridge, 
they ensure 
a secure and 
comfortable fit 
for the wearer.

For more 
information on 
Bluetree Group’s 
face masks, 
visit: https://
bluetreemaskbox.
co.uk/.
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